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First demonstration:  Emperor Wu of Liang asked the great teacher Bodhidharma, 
“What is the primary import of holy enlightenment?” Bodhidharma said, “vast 
emptiness, not holy.”

Starting today, I will be again giving teisho on this first chapter, we could say this 

first thing that is written, in the Blue Cliff Record.  This first word, “kotsu”, which means

to lift up or to raise up, was written not by Engo himself, but by someone later, who was 

the compiler of the Blue Cliff Record.  Therefore, this first word, “kotsu,” in your 

translation, in the demonstration, to lift up, to raise up, should not be understood to be 

Engo to be saying, “This is what I know,” but a later person presenting the Blue Cliff 

Record. If it were Master Engo saying, “This is what I know; this is my experience, this 

is what I know,” which is different from saying, “This is something that I am taking up,” 

he wouldn’t say “kotsu,” he would say, “ki toku su,” which I’ll just leave untranslated.

So what must be thought about carefully here is that these two words, kotsu, which means

that you are taking up something that someone else originally knew or experienced, and 

kitokusu which means that you are presenting your own experience, which are very 

different from each other. 

 In this case, what is being taken up or lifted up is the meeting between Emperor 

Wu of Liang and Bodhidharma, the one who came from India to China to bring 

Buddhism. The question or problem or situation that is being raised up here is the 

meeting between Emperor Wu and Bodhidharma, and at that meeting Emperor Wu asks 

Bodhidharma, “What is the essence of, the cardinal principle of, Buddhism?” The editor, 

therefore, takes up this question, this koan, and the response that Bodhidharma gives to 
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this koan is, “vast emptiness, not holy.” And I have been talking about, I have been 

explaining about, this koan up until now.  And, as I told you previously, to give, to 

lecture on, this koan in a thorough way, it is necessary to talk about what kind of 

kingdom Liang was and what kind of an Emperor, historically, Emperor Wu was.  And as

I have also been telling you, it is not as if I am totally skipping over those historical 

aspects of the koan, but if I were to speak about them in detail it would take a long time. 

It is a very difficult thing to talk about things historically, in detail, so I won’t go into a 

lot of detail about this. 

Although Emperor Wu became famous for being a great believer in Buddhism, in 

the beginning he wasn’t a believer in Buddhism, he was a Taoist.  But, he became a 

believer in Buddhism after his original study of Taoism.  He became a great believer of 

Buddhism and wrote books about Buddhism and educated his son, the prince, to be a 

Buddhist, as well.  I think that all of you folks have also read books on Buddhism, but 

this Emperor Wu, I think that he read a lot more Buddhist books than any of you have 

read.  So, that is Emperor Wu and then, who is that other person?  The person that 

Emperor Wu faces and asks his question to is Bodhidharma.  What was the question that 

Emperor Wu asked of Bodhidharma?  He asked about the most important thing, the 

primary import of holy enlightenment, that is to say, the essence of Buddhism.  And what

did Bodhidharma answer?  Just as it is written in the book, very simply, he said, “kakun 

en musho, vast emptiness, nothing holy.” 

 So, what is the meaning of this “vast emptiness, not holy?”  I think that it is my 

job to explain this at least a little bit at the beginning.  The subject and object meet each 

other, mutually meet.  You could say that there is one doing the meeting and one met.  

When you talk about a subject and an object meeting each other, you have two distinct 

things. Each has a self that is facing the other self, those two selves meet.    If you say 

that there are two distinct selves but that the object is plus and that the subject is also 

plus, then you would have plus meeting plus.  So, what about this meeting, how should 

we grasp this meeting?  Right from the start we have to ask, who is the plus?   Is the 

object the plus or is the subject plus? The Buddhist point of view is that when subject and

object meet it is always the meeting of one being plus and the other being minus.  If it 
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were a meeting between plus and plus, two of the same character with the same power, it 

would probably result in a fight. 

 In our human world harmony is important, so when plus and plus meet, it has 

always been said, that we shouldn’t forget harmony.  Also, Buddhism says that the place 

of meeting is defined to be the meeting of plus and minus. When it is a meeting of plus 

and minus you don’t have to take up the whole question of harmony.    The plus function 

is the function of being and the minus function is the function of non-being.  When being 

and non-being, plus and minus meet, then they don’t have to think about harmony.  Then 

just totally naturally, without having to think about harmony, plus and minus, being and 

non-being, allow each other into each other.  Plus and minus meet, and then without 

having to think about harmony, the whole idea of harmony being unnecessary, they 

naturally experience each other.  When they experience each other, the state of 

completion, the state of perfection, is manifest.  That is what I have just been saying and 

that also has always been the teaching of Buddhism.  

When plus and minus make relationship in this way and manifest zero and 

manifest perfection and manifest completion , that making of relationship that results 

from that manifestation results will-lessly.  They don’t have to think, “I am plus,” or “I 

am minus.” However, when plus meets plus, that is a meeting in which both have will.  

“Oh, you’re plus, too?  Yeah, I am plus, too!  Okay, let’s try to get along with each 

other.”  That is the kind of discussion that has to take place.  

The will-less world is a world of plus and minus meeting, according to the 

Buddhist teachings. And at least as one temporary, expedient way of teaching within 

Buddhism it is taught that when we are in the world of will, that is the world in which it 

is two women meeting or two men meeting, with the same character.  In these meetings 

of plus and plus, then everybody talks about how important harmony is, so in order to 

manifest completion, to manifest zero, in order to manifest true harmony, in these 

meetings of plus and plus, one of those has to phantom himself, one of them has to 

transform himself.  One of them can stay plus but the other one has to transform himself 

into minus.  If one of them ghosts himself, then the other one doesn’t need to, then it will 

be the meeting of plus and minus, then the manifestation of perfection is possible.  
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Buddhism actually further teaches in more detail and says that the very definition 

of a meeting is a meeting between plus and minus, truly plus and plus cannot meet each 

other.  A meeting of plus and plus is a not meeting.  Plus and plus don’t need to meet 

each other.   Plus and plus don’t meet each other.  Plus and plus don’t need to meet each 

other.  This is actually a very difficult principle, especially for people who are listening 

for the first time and because of this difficulty, I need to talk about it more or 

misunderstandings will be unavoidable.  However, because we don’t have all the time in 

the world, I don’t feel like I can talk about it all that much more.  When plus and plus 

meet, it is necessary for one side to transform, to take the form of minus or it won’t be 

harmonious.  When plus and plus meet, one side must take on the form of minus.  

However, also it is taught and I am not going to get into this too deeply here, but it is also

taught that it is really not good for one to transform in this situation.  But, now I am really

going to stop talking about this.  The one thing that I want you to remember about this is 

that the Buddhist teachings do say that when plus and plus meet it is not good for one to 

transform into minus and make relationship in that way.  Harmony is very important and 

this is a very difficult question and to say that it is not good for one to decide, if two 

pluses meet to transform into minus, is the Buddhist teaching. Somebody has to 

transform, but not into minus.   

When it comes to meeting there are lots of difficult conditions that arise when we 

meet each other.  When, and it is truly never the case that plus and plus meet each other, 

plus when it meets plus immediately recognizes the other as plus.  “We are both plus, so 

we are both equal.”  But really, there is a difference in strength.  One is strong and there 

is one who is weaker.  When the weak plus meets the stronger plus then harmony is very 

important.  So, in order to manifest harmony how should the plus transform himself?  

How should minus transform herself?  Whether it is two pluses or two minuses, it is 

important to teach very simply, that it is the love of jihi, the love of mercy, the love of 

helping, must be manifest. So, when I am saying that it is not acceptable for when plus 

and plus meet for one to transform into minus, what I am saying, and I don’t really want 

to use this word, it is not a very good word, but what I am saying is that that kind of 

relationship would be a homosexual relationship and although homosexual relationships 
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due arise within the process of being a human being, they are said to be not correct in 

Buddhism.  

I think that in any country at any time, homosexuality was popular.  But, these 

days in our modern times, I think that it might be fair to say that homosexuality’s 

popularity has zoomed up to a great speed.  This is not the kind of mutual compassion, 

mutual mercy of jihi, mutual helping, kind of love.  This is a corrupted kind of love that 

is just a kind of fulfilling of one’s personal desires, and Buddhism says that it  is not 

correct. When plus and plus meet, strong will must be manifest and mutual mercy, 

mutual compassion, must be manifest.  When Emperor Wu, when Bodhidharma meet 

each other, and Emperor Wu asks Bodhidharma, “What is the primary import of holy 

enlightenment?  What is the cardinal principle of Buddhism?”  this situation asks the 

question, “How do you manifest harmony?”  I don’t really like that koan very much, this 

koan about harmony, but since it is here in the text, I had to talk a little about harmony.  

If you get tied up with this doubtful, unreliable question about harmony and this and that, 

then you will never be able to get to the part about, “vast emptiness, not holy.”  But, I 

would like to just talk about how the Buddhism would have received this phrase, “vast 

emptiness, not holy.” 

There is one among us who is a PhD. in mathematics and nowadays, more and 

more, young mathematicians are cropping up.  But, when it comes to mathematics, even 

an elementary school student would understand that if you put two and two together, you 

get four.  But, Buddhism teaches that if you add two to two you get four, but that you also

get zero.  If you add two to three, you get five, but you also get zero.  Spoken to in this 

way, even mathematics professors will get into a pickle.  But, everybody knows that zero 

times two is zero, and zero times three is zero.  So, it shouldn’t be so hard to understand 

that zero times three is zero.  That is mathematics in Tathagata Zen. 

Let’s say that the men are three, five, seven.  Let’s say that the men develop as 

odd numbers and the women develop as even numbers, and if you get that then you will 

say, “Oh, Tathagata Zen mathematics, that’s easy. Zero times five is zero; zero times nine

is zero.  That is certainly true.”  But, you have to also come to really understand that one 

plus three is four, but also zero.  But, that is enough of that talk for now.  What about 

kaku en musho, “vast emptiness, not holy?” Buddhism teaches this quite difficult 
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teaching that says that two absolutely functions, we can call them plus and minus, being 

and  non-being, odd numbers and even numbers, totally unify and act together and that 

state is what forms everything; it is that state that forms everything, that forms all of us 

and this world that we live in together. 

“Vast emptiness, not holy,” the Buddhist interpretation of this phrase, “vast 

emptiness, not holy,” is that being and non-being inevitably meet each other and when 

they meet each other, they will inevitably, will-lessly, do the activity of experiencing 

each other and that state of their mutual experiencing is called zero, is called perfection.  

This is the nature of the world.  Neither Buddha nor God or the Devil, nothing is truly 

separate from this activity of “vast emptiness, not holy.”  If we do talk about something 

that is not holy, something that deviates from zero, what is that?  Something that is not 

good, what is that?  Something that is evil?  Something that is the bad God, the Devil, in 

contradistinction to the benevolent God, that would be an activity that cannot manifest 

the result of zero.  That is the situation where someone is saying, “I am a man and you 

are a woman.”  That is ordinary and common in contradistinction to holy and sacred.  In 

the original state, both plus and minus are manifesting zero together.  When we talk about

good and evil, that is when that situation of zero, that condition of zero is not able to be 

manifest.  

Buddhism teaches that the original state, the foundational state is zero, but it also 

teaches that that zero activity isn’t fixated and that that activity will manifest something 

that is not zero.  When zero dissolves its zero nature, how does it do that?   When zero 

dissolves its zero-ness, it does that by splitting itself exactly into two.  Then, at once, 

right in the one world, three worlds of past, present, and future appear, according to 

Buddhism.  What is the past?  What is the future?  What is the present?  To clearly 

manifest the sort of consciousness that knows what past is, that clearly knows what future

is and what present is, is what is known as Zen practice, or Dharma practice. 

I’ve spoken to you many times in the past about the principle of how past, 

present, and future are manifest and so if I start talking about it again now, many of you 

will start thinking, “This is the exact same thing again. Oh no, not again.” And that is 

really true again.  Here I go again, and since you have heard it so many times, here you 

go again receiving it clearly.  [Tape change]
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Most people unquestioningly, unconditionally, simply accept past, present, and 

future, but in Buddhism we forbid you to unconditionally accept the existence of past, 

present, and future. When you manifest the wisdom for yourself that knows the principle 

by which past, present, and future manifest, then at that moment you will also manifest 

the wisdom that clearly knows, “Ahh, my "I am" appears when zero splits into two.” And

in the same way, you will clearly come to know that the world of the past is manifest by 

the activity of the past.  You will know how that is.  And you will also know how the 

world of the future is manifest by the activity of the future.  I have told this story so many

times previously, I probably don’t need to tell it again now.  Without fail, the foundation, 

the zero activity will split itself into two, but it is also necessary to investigate why that 

activity of splitting into two must occur.  The activity of splitting itself into two, of 

voluntarily splitting itself into two, that is what the foundation, the origin, the source 

does, and I have told you so many times before in more detail that it can be seen as first 

as becoming pregnant with everything and giving birth to everything.  Through this you 

will also come to clearly understand the principle of mother and father being born at the 

same moment as the self is born.  

For people who are attached to the idea that mother and father came first, and then

after the self appeared, it becomes impossible to understand Buddhism.  This is quite 

something for most people to hear that mother and father are born at the very same 

moment as the self, the child is born.  Most people are shocked by this.  We are born 

together with mother and father and that also means that we die together with mother and 

father.  When you clearly manifest the wisdom that understands this principle you will 

know that you have the foundation as, the same source as, mother and father, that you 

were living together with mother and father in that source , in that foundation.  In 

Buddhism we call that foundation by various names.  We can call it God, but in 

Buddhism, God sounds kind of lowly.  To make it sound better in Buddhism we call it 

the Dharmakya.  

Your younger siblings and your older siblings, we all have the same parent and 

that parent is God, that parent is the Dharmakya. As you practice you will come to clearly

be able to manifest this wisdom for yourself.  My boyfriend, my girlfriend, just the same 

way as I, have God.   I have the Dharmakya as my parent, as my source, he does too, she 
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does too.  According to the teachings of Tathagata Zen, unfailingly, you will come to win

the manifestation of this wisdom for yourself.  

What about this source, this foundation?  It is taught that it doesn’t need to be 

seen by anything, it doesn’t need to be judged right or wrong by anything.  Oppositely, it 

doesn’t need to see anything, it doesn’t need to seek anything, it doesn’t need to judge 

anything.  Emperor Wu had studied lots of Buddhism, but I think it is fair to say that from

seeing him, that he hadn’t studied the Zen part of Buddhism, yet.  Therefore, he wasn’t 

able to understand Bodhidharma’s “vast emptiness, not holy” answer. 

It is about time to stop for today, so we probably won’t get into this much today 

and I will leave it for tomorrow, but what about what the Emperor says next?  He, in fact,

refers to himself as the Emperor, so a better translation might be, not “Who is this person 

facing me?  but “ Who is this person facing me, who is the Emperor, who is this person 

facing the Emperor?  He sounds a little pissed off here, but let’s get into it again, 

tomorrow. However, before we get into this,” Who is this person facing I, the Emperor?” 

part, I would also like to talk tomorrow about these comments that Master Engo made in 

between the question and answer, in between the lines that say, “Emperor Wu of Liang 

asked the great teacher, Bodhidharma, “What is the primary import of holy 

enlightenment?” and Bodhidharma said “vast emptiness, not holy,” there are these 

comments that I would like to talk about .  

In order to make these comments, in order to criticize in this way, there must be 

an "I am" who is commenting in this way, giving down the comments. Depending upon 

what country you are in or what group a people you are apart of , the customs are 

different, the culture is different, so when it comes to "I am" selves handing down their 

comments from these different cultural perspectives, things get very difficult to 

understand.  Master Engo was somebody who right to the very bottom, thoroughly, had 

seen into the essence of Zen, the essence of Buddhism.  He knew quite well that in the 

original state, the foundation, both ordinary/common and sacred/holy were not there. But,

in general most people haven’t seen into Buddhism the way that Master Engo has.  So, 

most people they hear Engo’s comments and they have no idea what he is trying to say.  

And even more than people from the same country as Master Engo, but people from a 
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different country from him that have no background in Buddhism, if they hear his 

comments, they will just be totally clueless as to what he is trying to say.  

We see a person’s face and we are seeing with our eyes and so we think all sorts 

of things, we make our comment about it.  “Oh,  what a pretty ear.  Oh, what nice eyes. 

Oh, what a beautiful face.” But, according to our different culture, our eye colors are 

different, our eye activity is different, so we see each other’s, we interpret each other’s 

faces, in different ways.  The teaching of Buddhism says that the perfect condition is 

zero, but with this kind of thinking the zero result never appears.  So, when it comes to 

the blue Cliff Record, no matter who comes up and sees it, a demon, a god, a buddha, 

mostly the reaction is hard, “I don’t know what is going on”.  

I am no different from this.   There are lots of parts of the Blue Cliff Record that 

when I read them I think, “Well, maybe if I practiced thirty more years, then I’ll 

understand them.”  There are lots of parts where I can understand them, but to actually do

them, to practice them, wow, that is really difficult.  It is going to take a lot more 

practice.   It is just like parents, mothers and fathers when it comes to raising children.  

Isn’t it true that quite often we find ourselves thinking, “It is just so hard to raise this 

child.  I don’t know what to do with this child.” Since there are so many places in the 

Blue Cliff where I feel I need to practice fifty more years in order to really understand it, 

of course I don’t really want to give teisho on this Blue Cliff Record.  However, if I don’t

give teisho on the Blue Cliff Record, true Zen will not be born in America and so I take 

my “in my 97th year old self” and I muster all of my courage and I give teisho. As I just 

said, if you get tied up by your eyes then you lose your true self.  If you get tied up by 

your eyes by thinking, “Oh, this girl. She is good looking!  She is cute. Uuui, she is 

cute!”  Then you lose your true self.   

And then there are the voices, “Oh, what a beautiful voice.  What a lovely voice.” 

You get totally tied up in the beauty of the voice and you lose yourself.  And actually to 

lose yourself in this way, that is to manifest zero, that is fine, but then if you get attached 

to that then big problems happen, so you have to be quite careful.  When it comes to 

Americans, the thing that has always impressed me the most are the legs, long legs like 

cranes, so beautiful.  But, you know they are so beautiful and long, but then when we 

race, what is going on here?  Even a guy like me who has little cat like legs,
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I can beat you long legged crane runners in a race.  What is wrong with you?  The upshot 

is that in the teachings of Buddhism it is taught that if you get tied up by your sense 

organs, your eyes, your noses, your ears, and try to grasp the objective world through 

your sense organs, and you can’t grasp it truly, with your whole body, make relationship 

with the objective world, so it is taught, “Make relationship with your whole body, don’t 

get tied up by your eyes, with your noses  or your ears.”  If you do, then without fail, the 

zero answer will come.  But, it is not easy. It is time to stop. 

The End
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